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The VII International Exhibition of Equipment and Technologies for Pharmaceutical Industry PHARMAtechEXPO is the only exhibition in Ukraine that is attended by the leading foreign and domestic manufacturers and distributors of pharmaceutical equipment and technologies.

Organized by

EXHIBITION PARTNERS

OFFICIAL SUPPORT OF THE EXHIBITION

The Verkhovna Rada Committee of Ukraine on Healthcare, State Administration of Pharmaceutical Products and drug Control
Service of Ukraine, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, National Academy of Medical Sciences of Ukraine.

SUPPORT OF STATE INSTITUTIONS, ASSOCIATIONS, AND NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

Association of Ukrainian Manufacturers of Medicines
APRAD Association of Pharmaceutical Research and Development
Association of International Pharmaceutical Manufacturers (AIPM Ukraine)
Pharmaceutical Association of Ukraine

Association of Manufacturers, Developers, and Market Operators of Foods for Particular Nutritional Uses and Health and Beauty Aids
Association of Perfumery and Cosmetics of Ukraine
State Institution Pharmacology and Toxicology Institute of the National Academy of Medical Sciences of Ukraine

EXHIBITORS’ GEOGRAPHY

Great Britain Italy Latvia Ukraine Japan
Germany Canada Poland Finland
Spain China USA Switzerland

OFFICIAL STATISTICS OF THE EXHIBITION

2432 m² exhibition area
6 scientific-practical events
13 countries

1826 registered professionals from all regions of Ukraine and abroad
120 participating companies

THE EXHIBITION SHOWCASED EQUIPMENTS AND TECHNOLOGIES USED IN ALL STAGES OF PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTION:

Substance development and quality control, drug manufacture, packaging technologies, transporting and storage of medicinal products. Besides that, there were integrated solutions, systems for handling and conditioning air, filter and air terminal devices, control and automation systems, electric equipment, accessories, modular containers, personal protective equipment, decontaminating equipment and many more put on display.
AMONG EXHIBITORS
OMAG S.R.L.; ECI Packaging Ltd; BWT Ukraine; KITMED; SYSTEM Ltd; Thermodistillation RV; SPEKTRAN; Clean Water Systems; United Filters; Eurojet; Dominanta; FILT-TECH; Sefar AG; Aronis Coding-Systems; YUVIH; HENRICH; ENVIRCO; BOLABTECH LTD; BMT UA; Technoprolab; CHEMLABORREACTIV and others.

NEW EXHIBITORS
CAMPACK POLAND Sp.z o.o.; IMA; Medibalc; Rommelag AG; Russel Finex; Marchesini Group Ukraine; TC AURORA LLC; Skyline Software; Inoxpa Ukraine; ChemMix; Technical Service Center QUARTZ; Scientific-Production Enterprise "Electrogasochem"; UNIBIT- SERVICE; Ulma Packaging Ukraine; Olimp-2008; LOGRUS; FARMUPROM Industrial Union; SK Trading Group; Interpromtech; Spectran; Kyiv Offset Factory; GLEWDOR.

FACTS AND FIGURES. VISITORS
1826 registered professionals from all regions of Ukraine and abroad visited VII International Exhibition of equipment and technologies for the pharmaceutical industry PHARMATechExpo.

AMONG VISITORS - EXECUTIVES AND SPECIALISTS OF LEADING DOMESTIC MANUFACTURERS
Farmak; Pharmaceutical Firm Darnitsa; SIC "Borshchahivsky CPP"; Kyiv Vitamin Factory; Arterium Corporation; Pilot Plant GNCLS; FitoFarm; Infuzia; Indar; Interpharmbiotek, Scientific and Production Company; Interchem; Pharmastart; Pharmex Group; PRO-PHARMA; Valartin Pharma; Slavlya 2000; Kievmemedpreparat; PHARMHIM; Ecofarm, Scientific and Production Company; JSC Lekhim-Kharkiv; Sanofi; PHARMHIM-BIOLIK; Yuria-Pharm; Pharmaceutical Company Zdorovye, and many others.

VISITORS’ GEOGRAPHY

FOREIGN VISITORS BY COUNTRIES
Belarus
Hungary
Germany
Denmark
India
Italy
China
Latvia
Lithuania
Moldova
Russia
USA
Czech Republic
South Korea
VISITORS’ PROFESSIONAL PROFILE

- Experts
- Companies’ chief executives
- Senior engineers, engineers
- Department heads
- Heads of laboratories
- Senior manufacturing engineers, manufacturing engineers
- Quality specialists
- Chief mechanics, mechanics
- Research officers
- Heads of materials management
- Other positions

VISITORS’ INFLUENCE OF DECISION PURCHASE

- Decision makers
- Influencers
- Non-influencers

PURPOSE OF VISITING THE EXHIBITION *

- To familiarize with equipment novelties
- Get acquainted with the latest innovations and industry technologies
- To find a supplier and negotiate business terms and conditions
- To attend the scientific-practical events
- Other purposes

* Experts could choose several answers
It is good news that the exhibition is expanding with a growing number of exhibitors, especially international ones. On our part, we are striving to attract even more foreign partners into Ukraine. The promotional campaign as well as the event itself was rather well-organized. We are pleased to see so many visitors.

Elena Saboda, Sales Director at the Butler & Partner

HARKE Pharma GmbH has been participating in this exhibition for several years now. This event presents a perfect opportunity to connect with representatives of Ukrainian pharmaceutical industry, making new contacts, meeting new manufacturers. Thanks to this exhibition we can show the manufacturers what issues can be solved with the help of proposed excipients, how we can add value to the finished product, manufacturer itself, and, of course, to the end consumers. Good to see how the exhibition grows with each year, and that European companies are getting increasingly interested in Ukrainian pharma market.

Yulia Shmyreva, Technical Specialist at HARKE Pharma GmbH

A branch of Italy-based Marchesini Group Company, Marchesini Group Ukraine, set up only this year, also took part in the PharmaTechExpo exhibition, thus official marking its presence in the Ukrainian market.

Ekaterina Sirenko, Project and After-Sales Services Manager at Marchesini Group Ukraine

I’m truly satisfied with this exhibition! I believe that PharmaTechExpo has made it a step forward over the past year. This clearly indicates the future progress of the project that will surely contribute to our prosperity. The fact that we saw important clients at our booth is a good sign for me. Besides, during the exhibition we managed to settle the deal on selling tablet press. There were also a great number of completely new orders that we received.

Mikhail Kurako, CEO at Michael Kurako Ltd.

We would like to say give our thanks to organizers of the exhibition for bringing it to such a high level. We got to meet potential clients, exchange our expertise with other participants. In addition, we held a training seminar titled “Atomic absorption and emission spectroscopy for analyzing medicines” as part of the exhibition. The event was attended by laboratory heads and employees from many pharmaceutical companies in Ukraine. The attendees have highly appreciated the possibility to discuss their concerns and get required assistance in addressing them. We surely are planning on participating in this event in the future.

Alla Shvoruk, Head of the Training Center UKRMEDCERT
Organization Committee of the VII International Exhibition of equipment and technologies for the pharmaceutical industry PHARMATechExpo would like to thank the partners, organizers of scientific and practical events, exhibitors, and attendees for their support and active involvement in organization and carrying out of our project despite the challenging times.

WE BELIEVE IN FUTURE TOGETHER!

WE KINDLY INVITE YOU TO VISIT AND PARTICIPATE IN THE

VIII INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF EQUIPMENT AND TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY
PHARMATECHEXPO

October 17-19, 2017
2-B Salyutna Str., Exhibition Center KyivExpoPlaza, Kyiv, Ukraine

www.pharmatechexpo.com.ua www.lmt.kiev.ua

If you are interested in participation, please call: +380 (44) 206-10-15 E-mail: expo@lmt.kiev.ua
If you are interested in scientific and practical program participation, please call: +380 (44) 206-10-19 E-mail: marketing@pharmcomplex.com